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Alison Bartlett 

 

There are now bookshelves filled with critical analyses of the fallout of free-
market neoliberal corporate culture as it is being played out in universities. As 
(former) public institutions of education and knowledge production plunge into 
branding competitions, tables of top 100s, quantitative measuring of impact and 
funding income and student numbers, our understanding of the university is 
thrown into turmoil as are the working lives of those who struggle with these 
new meanings of the tertiary education sector. The texts collected here to review 
are part of a genre that critique the politics of a neoliberal education, reflect on 
life in the university, and strategise ways of maintaining ethical and professional 
values in university work. It’s not coincidental that many of them are informed 
by feminist politics. 

	 	

 

Another professional development workshop recently caught my eye in 
my institution’s weekly newsletter: ‘Teaching in 140 Characters or Less’. I 
momentarily considered going, imagining how it might just be possible to 
crystalise fifty years of feminist theory into tweets. Then I caught myself 
and veered back to other work. These sorts of distractions, as well as the 
enticing seminars on getting ready to retire, are constant reminders of 
the compression of time and space in university life, and the various ways 
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we can respond. There are now bookshelves filled with critiques of the 
fallout of free-market neoliberal corporatisation of universities, as former 
public institutions of education and knowledge production plunge into 
branding competitions, tables of top 100s, quantitative measuring of 
impact and funding income and student numbers. When you’re in the 
library next you can find them around 378 in the Dewey system. Many of 
them are troubling and angry, confirming much of what we know in 
incisive, articulate and devastating critical thinking. They come with titles 
like Mary Evans’ Killing Thinking: Death of the University (2004), Richard 
Hill’s Whackademia: an Insider’s Account of the Troubled University 
(2012), Barry Down’s The Toxic University: Zombie Leadership, Academic 
Rock Stars, and Neoliberal Ideology (2017). But more recently there is 
another set of texts emerging, which actively look to reframe this plight 
as an opportunity to become activist, to assert agency, to revel in the 
remaining pleasures afforded by knowledge work. Or perhaps I’ve worked 
my way through the critiques, and now I’m actively looking for ways to 
stay alive and do meaningful work in this troubled, deathly, toxic 
environment. Maggie Berg and Barbara Seeber’s The Slow Professor: 
challenging the culture of speed in the academy (2016) generated ways 
of refusing to comply to pressurised production of outputs and restore 
collegial, creative and civil relations as ways of sustaining and generating 
meaningful work. I took copious notes from this book and shared it 
endlessly. Despite some backlash that ‘slow’ philosophies serve only 
tenured academics, I’m certain that those same techniques apply equally 
if not more so to sustaining workers on more precarious contracts.  

The texts collected here to review are part of this genre of reflecting on 
life in the university that are critical but hopeful of maintaining ethical and 
professional values in university work. It’s not coincidental that many of 
them are informed by feminist politics; as Harre, Grant, Locke and Sturm 
note in the volume on Activism in the Academy, feminism ‘offers an 
exemplary critical position in the ‘neoliberal’ academy’ (6) where space is 
cramped, minorities vie for visibility, and emotional labour and 
precariousness go unnoticed. Examples like this of collectively produced 
work are a feature of both of these texts, reasserting the value and 
importance of collective and collegial relations to sustain us and maintain 
critical thinking in our work and institutional economies.  

 

------------- 
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The special issue of Australian Universities’ Review edited by Kate Bowles, 
Agnes Bosanquet and Karina Luzia emerged from the 5th International 
Academic Identities conference held in Sydney, Australia in 2016, whose 
theme of Academic Life in the Measured University targeted the auditing 
culture of contemporary university work. This issue is brought together 
under the title Activism and the Academy, and mobilises as much critique 
and anger as rebellion and hope in its approach to dismantling the politics 
of measurement while finding ways to maintain professional values and 
even pleasure in our institutional work. The editors assert that the 
collection is ‘evidence of a resilient practice of university-based activism’ 
and see an activist culture asserting itself ‘in small acts of generosity or 
everyday refusals, as much as large gestures of organised protest’ (2). 
Amidst a politics of despondency and resignation, this kind of positioning 
of activism to ‘recuperate a sense of purpose for universities as activist 
institutions for a difficult world’ (3) is welcome. The editors stress the 
volume is inclusive of academic and professional staff, tenured and 
contract, as well as what they call the ‘new hybrid university worker’:  

the undergraduate student in long term casual administrative 
employment; the higher degree research student holding down 
multiple simultaneous short-term research assistant contracts; the 
adjunct managing multiple employers, working across competing 
institutions, and piecing together multiple incomplete bits of 
institutional memory, policy and corporate knowledge. (2)  

The bio for one of the editors demonstrates this labour environment 
when, rather than having a single university affiliation, it states that she 
‘has had over forty academic and professional jobs/contracts/roles at 
Australian universities over the last 12 years’ (4). What to put in your 
scholarly bio are one of the institutional features this volume questions, 
enacting what the editors advocate in ‘noticing and caring for other ways 
of working successfully and productively’ (3). 

There are some wonderful success stories documented in this volume.  
The most amazing one tells of a campaign at Newcastle University in the 
UK that resulted in its management withdrawing a punitive metric regime 
known as Raising the Bar, which involved designation of research staff on 
a traffic light system of green, amber, or red (in which red would result in 
demotion, revised contracts, diminished salary). The article is written by 
Liz Moorish and the Analogue University Writing Collective, the latter 
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being a group of scholars at Newcastle University actively resisting 
individualised research publication outcomes.  Moorish is a linguist from 
Nottingham Trent University who was invited to give a discourse analysis 
of management documents at Newcastle during the campaign against 
Raising the Bar, providing an important moment of staff solidarity and 
also a vocabulary to critique the terms of the regime and its broader 
politics. While the article provides a heart-warming story of university 
workers successfully resisting management regimes, it also provides 
reflection and analysis of tactics that stress collective action (and 
especially the facilitating role of unions), attention to management-speak, 
ways to publicise the campaign, the role of industrial action, and the 
importance of creating an alternative vision and vocabulary for collegial 
and cooperative research improvements.    

Collectivity and collegiality emerge frequently as strategies of sustenance 
and survival. The jointly written paper by Niki Harre, Barbara Grant, 
Kirsten Locke and Sean Sturm use the distinction between the ‘infinite 
game’ ‘in which we bring life insight, imagination, and radical inclusion’ to 
university life (5), and the ‘finite game’ which leads us into dead ends and 
deadening endings. They use their experiences as researchers and 
teachers to exemplify dilemmas and solutions, advocating tiny acts of 
resistance and making a fuss. Alongside the  activist lives of professional 
staff that Ann Lawless engages with elsewhere in the volume, and 
students that Dolhinow writes of, these issues of being a ‘top girl’ or 
‘daring to say no’ can sometimes feel hollow, but I like the way Harre et 
al note their privilege and think about the ways in which all university 
employees are compromised and work conditions precarious in ways that 
were previously unimaginable. The idea of employability itself is probed in 
the contribution by Natalie Osborne and Deanna Grant-Smith, who 
dismantle the idea of graduate ‘employability’ and insist that creative and 
critical thinking is more important in an era of post-work futures. It’s 
great to see critical thinking understood as a form of activism in these 
readings, and to insist on its value as a pedagogical tool, and yet its 
potency feels continually smothered by dominant discourses of economics 
and productivity even in this volume.   

Spatial politics is also a feature of this volume, as are frequent references 
to the now mandatory ‘town hall’ meetings for whole-of-university staff 
called by management.  McGray and Turcott-Summers propose that the 
politics of austerity has created a new kind of privacy for institutions who 
‘enjoy a right of withdrawal from public discourse’ (37) and accountability. 
They relate this idea to the way spaces of activism compete with 
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‘institutional privacy’, and note the way universities increasingly mark off 
their public space as private in order to deter student protest. Their focus 
from Canada on the campaigns to compel universities to divest from the 
fossil fuel industry demonstrates the tension between public and private 
institutional space that results from critiquing universities’ financial 
relationships. The regulation and withdrawal of space for student activism 
is also something Rebecca Dolhinow writes about from the United States, 
ironically in a climate in which university ‘administrations work tirelessly 
to package social justice experiences for students that can be quantified, 
recorded, and marketed to employers and prospective students’ (20).  

Ideologies of the public/private also emerge clearly in Bosanquet’s and 
Rytmeister’s article about a fifty-year career in university activism by the 
pseudonym-ed ‘Rosie’, and also in Burford’s queer-feminist investigation 
into public feelings. Burford asks what might be done with ‘bad feelings’ 
about the workplace, feelings that do not implicitly invite action or 
agency: like depression, anxiety, despair, and burnout. Drawing on 
Cvetkovich’s recent work Depression: a public feeling (2012), this article 
promises to make political sense of bad feelings and yet, while the 
questions are provocative and exciting it’s difficult to move them into a 
sphere of meaningfulness, perhaps demonstrating their resistance to 
active transformation. Cvetkovich charts the ways in which she found to 
live with her depression in its academic context, which was based on 
establishing everyday rituals and practices of self-care.  In the end 
Burford reiterates this, and yet I find myself wanting more. Having 
instituted similar practices this year to reassert the place of my personal 
values in my life, they will undoubtedly come undone in the crisis meeting 
called for this afternoon heralding a new round of looming cuts in 
academic integrity.  

One of the gifts of this volume is the range of innovative methodologies. 
From accidental ethnography to narrative enquiry, discourse analysis to 
reflective biography, there are pleasures to be had in just reading about 
such methodologies and their articulation. This is also the case with Maria 
Do Mar Pereira’s book, which is also concerned with the neoliberal 
university but her focus is how feminist scholarship fares under these 
conditions with the additional economic discourse of austerity in European 
politics. Power, Knowledge and Feminist Scholarship: an ethnography of 
academia (2017) ambitiously seeks to understand the place of Women’s, 
Gender, and Feminist Studies (WGFS) in such worldwide conservative 
politics by linking the epistemic with the economic. Much of Pereira’s work 
is based on a longitudinal study of WGFS colleagues in Portugal, where 
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academic feminist programs were adopted relatively ‘late’ in comparison 
to other national university systems. Her participation in international 
academic conferences and programs in the UK, US and Sweden also 
informs this study, which uses a variety of methods to conduct its 
‘ethnography of academia’. Pereira’s interest is in how WGFS scholars 
speak about the discipline in these times—how we talk to ourselves about 
our field—to generate a set of discourses that also form that field. 
Drawing on Foucauldian understandings of discourse ‘as practices that 
systematically form the objects [and subjects] of which they speak’ (in 
Pereira 10), the study finds that dominant sets of phrases emerge around 
mapping, climate, and negotiation that indicate the kind of boundary 
contestations that Pereira addresses.  

Reading this book in 2017 feels like a time warp, as if we could easily be 
back in the 1980s or 1990s when feminist scholarship was still strange, 
almost shameful, and often underground in institutions; it is shocking to 
be reminded of the epistemic precariousness of the discipline despite 
almost half a century of scholarship and accumulated authority. Pereira’s 
literature review surveys these decades of contestation and equivocal 
language about feminist knowledge, and updates it with contemporary 
linguistic turns that draw on narratives of excess (too feminist), dismissal 
(through jokes), and demarcation (yes, but…). In the age of STEM it’s 
pertinent that a whole chapter lists the kinds of epistemic maps available 
to position WGFS in relation to ‘proper science’ and ‘mainstream science’: 
as either like them, or they should be or are like WGFS, or WGFS can 
bring the two sciences closer. This labour of forging, remaking and 
crossing disciplinary and knowledge boundaries is shown to be ongoing 
public and private work. And while metaphors of mapping are useful in 
this study, reference to ‘real’ geopolitics is also welcomed in the chapter 
on the importance of being foreign and modern, with specific reference to 
Portugal. The last chapter joins with the Activism in the Academy issue of 
AUR above, in addressing the ‘sick climate’ of academia and the impact 
on WGFS scholars. Pereira speaks of ‘absurd workloads, physical 
exhaustion, intellectual depletion and emotional despondency’ (196), ‘a 
psychosocial and somatic catastrophe amongst academics’ as Gill & 
Donaghue put it (in Pereira 192), and spends the conclusion thinking 
about how to expand time and space.  

If you don’t have enough time to read this book then read the conclusion, 
which nicely summarises the key issues and tensions and works through 
strategies to ‘just say no’, to think about academia as a job, and to talk to 
each other. Saying no however would mean no book review, 
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demonstrating the complex constellation of sustenance and status, power, 
profit, and pleasures that accompany the politics of production and 
performance at work. Intellectually indebted to that school of formidable 
UK feminist cultural analysts like Hemmings, Skeggs, Gill, etc, Pereira’s 
book affirms much of what we know, and provides the tools to articulate 
the eternally compromised and precarious position of WGFS in the 
academy.  

It seems that both of these books, and a host of others being generated, 
seek to make sense of the position we find ourselves in at universities 
that are now corporate and competitive. While students are now clients 
though, academics do not have a relative position like ‘consultant’ or 
‘employee’ whose expertise is traded or commercialised; rather, we 
operate in this world and another in which we imagine the tertiary 
education sector to be about knowledge production, critical thinking, 
social justice, ethically and politically aware, and engaged in making the 
world a better place. For feminists and activists this infinitely complicates 
and compromises the already tenuous position of being institutionalised. 
As these texts make clear though, attention to the changing landscape 
and language of neoliberalism is vital, and possibly vitalising in producing 
resistance, revelry, and willfullness. And it also gives us something to talk 
about, a strategy that is constantly mentioned as cementing sociability, 
solidarity, and self-care. 
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